
Payroll

Alkaline

Smoke hot up inna my brain (my brain)
Cya trick me with you mind game (mind game)
Violate who? You sick?
Killa murder you bumboclaat
Oye man take you diss and deal with it
Smoke hot up inna my brain (my brain)
Coulda Wah
Cya trick me with you mind game (mind game)
Violate who? You sick?
Killa murder you bumboclat

You cya too real with some a them
Them will kill you
If a me
Me play the mind game
And just know jah will forgive you
Dem man deh never cuss a badword
Neven weed them man deh smoke

A wha them do
Flat pon them face deh pon video
Dem deh thing deh only get me paro
Up inna skitso
Sake a so me deven roll without the bomber (Man charge)
Take wa kinda check
The van guard
Eye deh on the pussy dem wha come around and dem a draw card

Thank God we nuh licky gut
Nah poison you eat it first
Skeptical especially now a days with who me give me trust
Them a hate like say them get a medal
So me know it serious
File 13 them want me dead

Them never wa see me buss
Fuck up and mash up
Back against the wall
That them wa fi see bruk and we hungry no money at all
Park up somewhere and a wait
A beg unuh fly up the gate
Ring unuh mumma gravity nah make me fall

Me tired a the same old
Get a payroll
Member used to beat the same clothes
Now the games closed
And them make it hard fi we
See we come out with a scratch
Nuh give a fuck
Gun to me head I ain't giving up
Keep you head above
Stay a float
Wul the faith bro
We dem wha fi drop a jailhouse
Because them played out
And them wish fi tragedy jah take we out without a scratch
Nuh give a fuck



No other competition
Who nuh drop, dead a carcass
Me jump take the shot know that cya miss
Rimless, Fucking best
Cya test the king bless
Make no sense choose none
Said pussy them have new interest
Lawd man inna concert
Park wonder a wha keep
Born a Kingston, St Catherine look like me cya peak
Weh dem a do try sneak
Run up, But me nah sleep
Go round the block
Try pass me or do that fi throw dem off beat

Faster than them
Smarter than them
Wiser than them
Stronger than them
Cash that a the hot topic a money we a deal with
Smarter than them
Faster than them
Wiser than them
Stronger than them (yeahh)
Cash that a the hot topic a money we a deal with

Me tired a the same old
Get a payroll
Member used to beat the same clothes
Now the games closed
And them make it hard fi we
See we come out with a scratch
Nuh give a fuck
Gun to me head I ain't giving up
Keep you head above
Stay a float
Wul the faith bro
We dem wha fi drop a jailhouse
Because them played out
And them wish fi tragedy jah take we out without a scratch
Nuh give a fuck

Faster than them
Smarter than them
Wiser than them
Stronger than them
Cash that a the hot topic a money we a deal with
Smarter than them
Faster than them
Wiser than them
Stronger than them (yeahh)
Cash that a the hot topic a money we a deal with
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